


This journal belongs to the venerated _______________________________, of 
the Royal Society of Cartographers of the Collegia Arcanum Ecologia. Anyone 
finding this journal shall forthwith deliver it to the nearest Collegia Outpost.

“Untitled” by Peter Pyw
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The Col leg ia Cartographer ’s OathThe Col leg ia Cartographer ’s Oath

I shall hold myself to the highest standards as I pursue my studies in the 
Collegia Arcanum Ecologia. 

I shall make sure that my maps are complete and have all the details 
adventurers need to explore.

I shall treat my fellow cartographers with respect and dignity.

I shall speak the truth in all my dealings.

I will use logic and reason as I study and creativity as I build my world.

“Timelapse Lezard” by Deevad 
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A map is one of the most critical items an explorer can possess. The world of Seorsus and the Sky 
Isles are an ever-changing. YOU can be a part of their creation.

The Sky Isle of Khol Dargaldir is the holdfast of the Dargaldir clan of dwarves. Twenty years 
ago, the industrious dwarves carved an underground city within Mount Thangrandir. Sitting 
astride the southern peak of the Durgald Mountains is the fortress Cragrugh. This watches 
over a small dwarven settlement to the south. The gates to the mountain city stand across 
from the docks. As ships approach, they cross the vibrant market town of Gneisston that 
makes Khol Durgaldir a hub of commerce and trade in the skies over Seorsus.

Noted beasts magical and mundane: bear, mountain lions, eagles, mountain goats, hawks, 
ankheg, aboleth, giant spiders, ettercap, wyvren. To the south lies the Grimvuld Wood. 
Rumored to be haunted by nefarious spirits, it is largely avoided by locals and travelers alike.

-Johan Dunkrell

T h e  E x p l o r e r ’ s  M a p
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Explorers, you have been tasked by the Collegia Arcanum Ecologia 
to work with the Knemarian Mapmaker’s Guild. You must map the 
uncharted sky islands above our beloved Seorsus and report back in 
one-month’s time. To fulfill your contract, you must each produce one 
small map of an island and work together to map on large island. 

Report back with your findings by the next moon, travelers. 
Good luck, work with haste, and godspeed.

Your Collegia assignments. Each week, you will report to the Trip Foreperson about your progress. 

Week 1- Introductions and Explorer Contracts!
You will begin your exploration via skyship from the Mapmaker’s Guild on the Collegia grounds. You 
will study the ecology of the isles and other worlds! We’ll use the eko-STEAM Animals & Adaptions 
workbook for this.

Week 1 assignment. After your session you should visit The Wild Classroom to pick 2 biomes for a 
report back in week 2. These biomes will be the basis for your personal island creation in week 2. 
Take notes on the Week 1 assignment pages in the Outschool Classroom.

Week 2- Creating the Foundations of a World Fantastic!
You will pick a template from this journal (pages 13-18) to begin your work on creation! Use your 
knowledge from The Wild Classroom to build the realistic base of the isle. Answer the questions on 
the Week 2 Assignment pages in the Outschool Classroom.

Week 2 Assignment- Research 2 real world constellations and draw them on the star chart in Week 2.

Week 3- Populating Your Worlds with the Arcane!

You will explore the monsters and fiends that roam your world. Using your island as a home, you will 
decide which monsters live there. You can use monsters we identify in class or you can create your 
own using the questions in the week 3 assignment pages in the Outschool Classroom.

Week 3 assignment- You must report back to the Foreperson on a constellation of your own design! 
You can use a monster or beast from your isle to start. Draw your constellation in the week 3 
assignment pages in the Outschool Classroom.

Week 4- Island Creations and Cohort Ceremony!

This is a momentous evening. We will turn our attention to creating an island together. This island 
will be larger than your own island. When we are done, we will name our island and hold a ceremony 
where you can pick your character Title from the Collegia Arcanum Ecologia! 6



Take a journey to
The Wild Classroom
by Untamed Science

Even in the fantastic world of the Fallen Twins, the basic geology, 
ecology, climate, and environments are founded upon science, reason, 
and the laws of nature.

The sky isles over Seorsus each travel through the sky at a different 
elevation. This elevation helps to determine what types of environments 
exist on the plate, and the habitats that provide homes for the non-
magical animals.

In Knemarian Mapmaker’s Guild works, white text represents a biome. 
A biome is a large community of plants and wildlife adapted to a 
specific climate.

There are many biomes that exist on the planet of Seorsus and the sky 
islands that were once a moon, Theia. 

You can learn more about many different biomes through study with the 
brilliant scientists at The Wild Classroom, by Untamed Science. These 
scientists have partnered with The Collegia Arcanum Ecologia to help 
explorers like you safely explore the Fallen Twins and become scientist-
adventurers yourselves!

E x p l o r i n g  t h e  P l a t e s  a n d  L i f e  o f  t h e  S k y  I s l e s
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The silver plates on Knemarian Maps represent specific ecosystems, geological features, and 
habitats. Each of these will be a host to beasts both mundane and magical!

Beware as you explore, these lands have been inhabited by all manner of monsters and greedy 
people who seek to exploit them!

As you travel through the sky isles, your job will be to create a small island based upon several 
elements. These elements are:

Altitude: There are 5 levels of altitude for Seorsus’ sky islands. These are 500 / 8,000/ 12,000/ 
18,000 feet, and 26,000 or more feet. Each altitude band is colder, has less oxygen, and less 
pressure than the one below it. As we get higher up, we get colder and it can be harder to breath.

Prevailing Winds: The sky isles are held in the air by magic and science. It can be very windy and 
the wind affects the environment of the island. The left side of a Knemarian Map is always where the 
wind comes from. You may notice that on these maps, the left side of the island has fewer plants. It 
is harder for plants to survive in high, windy environments. As you move to the right of the map, the 
wind is blocked and more living things can survive.

Plate thickness: When the moon Theia broke up and became the islands, the thicker parts of the 
moon’s crust were always thicker beneath the mountains! The island base is always thickest under 
mountains. If you find an island with a thin base, it probably won’t have large mountains.



A l t i t u d e ,  L i f e ,  a n d  T r a v e l  i n  t h e  S k y  I s l e s

Level A- There are hundred of islands at this level. Most are warm and full of life. Most creatures 
can travel here without any health problems. The only polar biome islands are those near the caps of 
Seorsus.

Level B- There are also hundreds of islands at this level. Most creatures not used to living at that 
altitude will become disoriented and sick if they travel to that height too quickly. All biomes exist here.

Level C- There are an estimated 300 islands at this level. These islands are cold and it is difficult to 
breathe. All of these islands are cold and have coniferous forests, tundra, and arctic biomes.

Level D- Most humanoid creatures cannot survive at this level for long and most require some sort of 
healing or magic if to help them if they’re there too long.

Level E- Non-magical creatures cannot enter this level and survive for more than 2 minutes. Past 
level E, only celestial beings and those protected by powerful magic can survive.

Even on Seorsus and the Sky Isles, most creatures (including explorers) need oxygen, warmth, and 
atmospheric pressure to survive. If they spend more than a few minutes at an altitude without those, 
they will die. This chart shows the elevation of various sky isles. The more islands pictured means it is 
easier to live there, warmer, has more usable oxygen, and pressure. For altitude effects, refer to the 
Fallen Twins Field Guide.



“ E x p l o r i n g ”  Y o u r  O w n  S k y  I s l e “The Waterway” by LauralienArt 

As you explore the wondrous world of the Fallen Twins, you will have the grave responsibility of 
charting one of the sky islands. Each explorer in your cohort will have a small island to create over 
the course of the workshop. This island will become part of the lasting lore of The Fallen Twins world. 
This is a creative process that is limited only by your imagination and the map!

Building a map is fun and easy! There are just a few questions to help you consider what you want 
your island to be.

1. What climate and biomes do you want on your map? ____________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

2. Do you want this island to be warm and full of life, frozen and windswept with only tough creatures 
and people surviving, or somewhere in between? _________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

3. Do you want a lot of people traveling to your island, to build huge markets and great castles floating 
in the sky? _______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

4. Do you want an entirely wild sky island that has never been explored? ______________________
________________________________________________________________________________

5. Are there ruins of an ancient Theian civilization on your island, pieces of a long-extinct culture of 
mysterious people? ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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T h e  G e o l o g y  a n d  H a b i t a t s  o f  y o u r  I s l a n d

Grasslands & PlainsGrasslands & Plains
Are there open plains filled with creatures to graze 
in the sun? Do rains sweep through often to make 
the grass lush or is it dry and the grass only grows 
in clumps of scrub? Does the wind keep the grass 
low to the ground or do tall, flowering blades of 
grass call birds, sprites, and pixies?

ForestsForests
Is your island at an altitude where plants can live? 
How much does it rain? Is the prevailing wind 
blocked by mountains and plateaus so the forests 
can grow? Are they warm and tropical or cool and 
temperate forest biomes? Did sky pirates beat you 
there and set up a raider port?

Mountains, Plateaus, & CliffsMountains, Plateaus, & Cliffs
Does the base of the island have big rocks under 
it? If so, you would have mountains. Where are the 
mountains? Is there a pass between peaks? Do 
monsters live there? Would a clan of dwarves like 
to carve out a mountain kingdom here?

You decide the features of your island. Use these questions to help 
you decide. These are just a few of the choices.

TundraTundra
Is your isle high in the skies over Seorsus? Do 
harsh, cold winds sweep across the plate leaving 
only a cliff to allow plants to take root? Did you 
perhaps find a small village of settlers already 
there when you arrived to explore? Is there a large 
white dragon living in an artic mountain lair?

JungleJungle
Does the isle sweep low over cities and towns, 
barely avoiding the mountains of Seorsus? Does 
rain fall frequently? Do tall, dense forests of jungle 
trees play host to hundreds of species of beasts? 
Are there ruins from the first settlers on the island 
after The Sundering?
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W h a t  f e a t u r e s  e x i s t  o n  y o u r  i s l a n d ?

You can cut and paste these onto a map or draw them too.

Sky port

Desert plants

Flowering plantsGrasses

Cliffs

Snow-capped mountains

Green mountains

Rolling hills

Towns
Coniferous Trees

Farms
Monster’s Lair

Deciduous Trees

Sand dunes

Villages

CitiesAncient ruins

What else can you imagine? 12



Sky Island Template 1Sky Island Template 1

Altitude level  (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)        Length __________ miles                Width __________miles
 
What is the climate of the island? (Circle 1)      Tropical      Dry     Temperate      Continental    Polar

Pick 3 habitats:    Mountains    Grasslands    Forests    Wetlands    Deserts    Freshwater    Settlement
  
Pick 2 biomes from page 7 & 8 that exist in that climate & habitat combination.

 ___________________________ & ___________________________

What interesting features exist on your island? ___________________________________________

What nonmagical creatures live there? _________________________________________________

What magical creatures live there? ____________________________________________________

Do people live there? _______________________________________________________________

Notes: 
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Sky Island Template 2Sky Island Template 2

Altitude level  (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)        Length __________ miles                Width __________miles
 
What is the climate of the island? (Circle 1)      Tropical      Dry     Temperate      Continental    Polar

Pick 3 habitats:    Mountains    Grasslands    Forests    Wetlands    Deserts    Freshwater    Settlement
  
Pick 2 biomes from page 7 & 8 that exist in that climate & habitat combination.

 ___________________________ & ___________________________

What interesting features exist on your island? ___________________________________________

What nonmagical creatures live there? _________________________________________________

What magical creatures live there? ____________________________________________________

Do people live there? _______________________________________________________________

Notes: 
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Sky Island Template 3Sky Island Template 3

Altitude level  (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)        Length __________ miles                Width __________miles
 
What is the climate of the island? (Circle 1)      Tropical      Dry     Temperate      Continental    Polar

Pick 3 habitats:    Mountains    Grasslands    Forests    Wetlands    Deserts    Freshwater    Settlement
  
Pick 2 biomes from page 7 & 8 that exist in that climate & habitat combination.

 ___________________________ & ___________________________

What interesting features exist on your island? ___________________________________________

What nonmagical creatures live there? _________________________________________________

What magical creatures live there? ____________________________________________________

Do people live there? _______________________________________________________________

Notes: 
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Sky Island Template 4Sky Island Template 4

Altitude level  (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)        Length __________ miles                Width __________miles
 
What is the climate of the island? (Circle 1)      Tropical      Dry     Temperate      Continental    Polar

Pick 3 habitats:    Mountains    Grasslands    Forests    Wetlands    Deserts    Freshwater    Settlement
  
Pick 2 biomes from page 7 & 8 that exist in that climate & habitat combination.

 ___________________________ & ___________________________

What interesting features exist on your island? ___________________________________________

What nonmagical creatures live there? _________________________________________________

What magical creatures live there? ____________________________________________________

Do people live there? _______________________________________________________________

Notes: 
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Sky Island Template 5Sky Island Template 5

Altitude level  (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)        Length __________ miles                Width __________miles
 
What is the climate of the island? (Circle 1)      Tropical      Dry     Temperate      Continental    Polar

Pick 3 habitats:    Mountains    Grasslands    Forests    Wetlands    Deserts    Freshwater    Settlement
  
Pick 2 biomes from page 7 & 8 that exist in that climate & habitat combination.

 ___________________________ & ___________________________

What interesting features exist on your island? ___________________________________________

What nonmagical creatures live there? _________________________________________________

What magical creatures live there? ____________________________________________________

Do people live there? _______________________________________________________________

Notes: 
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Sky Island Template 6Sky Island Template 6

Altitude level  (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)        Length __________ miles                Width __________miles
 
What is the climate of the island? (Circle 1)      Tropical      Dry     Temperate      Continental    Polar

Pick 3 habitats:    Mountains    Grasslands    Forests    Wetlands    Deserts    Freshwater    Settlement
  
Pick 2 biomes from page 7 & 8 that exist in that climate & habitat combination.

 ___________________________ & ___________________________

What interesting features exist on your island? ___________________________________________

What nonmagical creatures live there? _________________________________________________

What magical creatures live there? ____________________________________________________

Do people live there? _______________________________________________________________

Notes: 
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Y o u r  F i n a l  E x p e r t  R e p o r t  t o  t h e  C o l l e g i a 
 The Island of ______________________________ has a ______________________

CLIMATE. On the island there are several HABITATS. These are __________________________

_______________________________________________________________________. These 

habitats support several BIOMES. The biomes are _____________________________________

_____________________________. These biomes are home to many forms of life, both magical 

and mundane.

 I have noted the following species of nonmagical animals and beasts _________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________. 

During my adventures I encountered several magical species of creatures and monsters, barely 

escaping with my own life! These monsters were ______________________________________

______________________________________________________________. I also encountered 

several other important items of note. These are _______________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________.

 Future expeditions from The Collegia Arcanum Ecologia should be sure to bring the 

following equipment to keep them safe: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________.

 I strongly recommend that the Collegia DO / DO NOT attempt to chart this island for 

settlement because _____________________________________________________________.

                 Respectfully submitted,

______________________
                Signature         
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W h a t ’ s  n e x t ?

eko-STEAM: World BuildersTM                     

Cities of Adventure!

Explore and create the people, places, and societies of the Fallen Twins. You’ll build 
your own city from the ground up and learn about these important concepts:

Forms of government
City planning

Food & water supplies
Social equity 

Good housing & Economies
Safety & Education

& more!



www.projectimo.org 


